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Silicon IP, or SIP, has become essential to the semiconductor supply chain and is the cornerstone for most complex 

nanometer SoC designs. Over the past 15 years, SIP has shortened development cycles, reduced development cost 

and risk, enabled complex SoC design, and allowed design groups to focus on product differentiation rather than 

wheel reinvention. 

While these are all benefits of high-quality SIP, designers have also learned that using poor SIP can have nasty 

consequences. Many pioneering IP users have stories of late development projects, unexpected and expensive 

silicon respins, and worse results from choosing bad SIP. It’s true that most providers of bad IP have now 

disappeared through natural selection in the marketplace, but it is unfortunately still possible to end up with a poor 

choice of SIP for your particular project. So yes, SIP quality is still very much an issue for most designs. 

Efforts to objectively measure SIP quality go back to the early stages of SIP evolution. Attempts to set standards 

and metrics for the quality of SIP deliverables and verification—or at least to define best practices—include the 

Reuse Methodology Manual, VSIA’s QIP spreadsheet, and innumerable panel discussions and internal IP team 

debates. 

Unfortunately, SIP design errors or bugs can still occur despite a high-quality measure and a comprehensive 

verification plan. Choosing only proven and well-established SIP products helps. But past success does not 

guarantee an SIP block will be trouble-free in your particular system design: every use scenario and each new 

technology node present their own new challenges, problematic interdependencies between SoC building blocks can 

remain undetected until integration, and corner cases so far uncovered may suddenly make themselves known. 

Because of this, savvy design teams have learned to look beyond the SIP itself and to consider the quality of the SIP 

provider and the effectiveness of their customer support. Rapid responses and access to the SIP’s actual 

developers—who are generally the best at quickly understanding and fixing your problems—can help 

save your project when problems somehow creep in. 

New quality challenges are also arising as the complexity of SoC designs increases and smooth SIP integration 

becomes essential. The portion of the development cycle spent on SIP integration is booming, and today, the SIP 

integration cost is typically a multiple of the SIP acquisition cost. 

Standardization of SoC bus or controller-PHY interfaces, new Verification IP, and packaging efforts like the XML 

tagging of IP-XACT, all effectively address the obvious connectivity problems, but this is only a part of the issue: 

once you connect your SIP and in-house blocks all together, they don’t necessarily work properly. SoC 

bus or memory bandwidth contention, un-matching throughputs, complex control factors, difficult-to-interface 



device drivers, software layers that drain host processor performance, and real-world signal integrity issues are just 

some of the challenges for today’s SoC designer. 

To be considered “high quality” today, SIP must go beyond meeting functional requirements and also be designed 

for ease of integration from people that have experience and deep understanding of systems and 

applications. One way SIP providers address this is by moving IP-based design a step further and offering 

pre-integrated SIP subsystems. Simple examples available now are controller-PHY-driver combos for most 

high-speed serial interfaces, and bridges between serial interfaces to memory controllers (e.g. USB to NAND-flash). 

Full processor-based SIP platforms are even available, ready for a designer’s customization through added 

hardware and differentiating software features. This trend also changes the focus of SIP vendor support from 

isolated application expertise to broader system design and integration issues. For example, data-intensive 

functions like video compression must work seamlessly with advanced memory devices or it doesn’t matter how well 

they do compression. Some SIP vendors are already going further and offering system integration services for their 

SIP products. 

In conclusion, SIP quality does indeed still matter. But in today’s mature SIP marketplace—where most products 

comply with development and verification standards—new quality considerations relate to the ease and level of 

integration, as well as the support and integration services that are bundled with the SIP. 
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